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Abstract: Problem statement: Researchers on Arabic speaker recognition have used local data bases 
unavailable to the public. In this study we would like to investigate Arabic speaker recognition using a 
publically available database, namely Babylon Levantine available from the Linguistic Data 
Consortium (LDC).  Approach: Among the different methods for speaker recognition we focus on 
Hidden Markov Models (HMM). We studied the effect of both the parameters of the HMM models 
and the size of the speech features on the recognition rate. Results: To accomplish this study, we 
divided the database into small and medium size datasets. For each subset, we found the effect of the 
system parameters on the recognition rate. The parameters we varied the number of HMM states, the 
number of Gaussian mixtures per state, and the number of speech features coefficients. From the results, 
we found that in general, the recognition rate increases with the increase in the number of mixtures, till it 
reaches a saturation level which depends on the data size and the number of HMM states. 
Conclusion/Recommendations: The effect of the number of state depends on the data size. For small 
data, low number of states has higher recognition rate. For larger data, the number of states has very 
small effect at low number of mixtures and negligible effect at high number of mixtures. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 The literature on Arabic speaker recognition 
systems has a good number of researches, though very 
low compared to English language. Among those 
researches, unfortunately very few worked on some 
well known datasets. All others used local recordings, 
(unavailable for extended or further research by other 
groups), containing some digits, or some primitive 
words, just enough to say it is a local dataset. This 
makes it hard to compare the different systems and their 
results.  
 In this study we focus on the Babylon dataset 
(BBL), which is available from the Linguistic Data 
Consortium (LDC). We present the results of speaker 
recognition on two subsets of the dataset using Hidden 
Markov Models/Gaussian Mixtures Models 
(HMM/GMM).  
 The subsets consist of both males and females. 
We will present the results for the subsets 
independently of the gender of the speaker then each 
gender is presented alone. 
 The system, that we will investigate, is text-
independent. The text-dependent systems are easier to 

deal with than text-independent systems and have 
higher recognition rates. Nonetheless, we will use text 
independent because, it fits our forensic application 
goal and more suitable for the database. 
 The current trend in the literature is to use GMM 
for text independent speaker recognition (Bimbot et al., 
2004). In this study, we are going to use HMM/GMM 
because, though we are reporting on two subsets of the 
dataset, but at the end we are going to use the whole 
dataset, hence HMM/GMM might be able to use the 
information embedded in the long samples of speech. 
Current work using HMM shows excellent results 
(Deshpande and Hoalmbe, 2008; Ilyas et al., 2007).  
 In our investigation, we looked at the effect of 
varying the system parameters on the speaker recognition 
rates. The different variations were as follows: We used 
1-4 states per HMM model, using 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 
24 Gaussian mixtures per state. We used 12 and 36 
MFCC (12MFCC+ 12∆MFCC and 12∆∆MFCC). 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
  
Babylon Levantine LDC dataset: Among the public 
datasets available from LDC, we have chosen the BBL, 
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because it is formed of spontaneous speech. The use of 
spontaneous speech is more suitable in many forensic 
applications. Spontaneous speech is harder to work with 
than read speech and has its own characteristics and 
problems (Shriberg, 2005).  
 The BBL dataset consists of 164 speakers, 101 
males and 63 females. It is a set of spontaneous speech 
sentences, recorded from 164 subjects speaking in 
Levantine colloquial Arabic. Levantine Arabic is the 
dialect of Arabic spoken by ordinary people in 
Lebanon, Jordan, Syria and Palestine. It is significantly 
different from Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), in that 
it is a spoken rather than a written language. It includes 
different word pronunciations and even different words, 
from MSA, the written and “Official” form of Arabic. 
 The subjects in the corpus were responding to 
refugee/medical questions (such as “Where is your 
pain?”, How old are you? , and were playing the part of 
refugees. Each subject was given a part to play, that 
prescribed what information, they were to give in 
response to the questions, but were told to express 
themselves naturally, in their own way, in Arabic. To 
avoid priming subjects to give their answer with a 
particular Arabic wording, the parts were given in 
English rather than Arabic. All subjects were thus 
bilingual. The following is part of an example scenario: 
 

“You are Maraam Samiir Shamali.., you have 
no children” 

 
 Speech data has been recorded using a close-talking, 
noise-cancelling, headset microphone (the Andrea 
Electronics NC-65). A Java-based data-collection tool, 
developed by BBL, was used to do the collection of 
speech. The audio was recorded in MS WAV, signed 
PCM. Sampling rate was 16 KHz, with 16-bits 
resolution. 
 
System specification: 
Feature extraction: The set of observations related to 
each state are well modeled by the Cepstral 
coefficients, mainly the Mel-Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients (MFCC). The Mel-Cepstrum makes use of 
the auditory system principle, namely, it has a high 
discriminating power at lower frequencies compared to 
higher frequencies. Cepstral coefficients are the mostly 
used features in speaker recognition due to many 
reasons, the most important one is that they represent 
well the vocal tract changes and have the ability to 
contend with convolution channel distortion.  
 Usually the MFCC are augmented by some 
parameters that represent the dynamic features of 

speech, namely their first and second order derivatives, 
in order to give better recognition rates. 
 Many proposals are available in the literature to 
improve the system performance by proposing other 
features (Grimaldi and Cummins, 2008) or combining 
MFCC with other features, such as high level features 
(Shriberg, 2007; Ezzaidi et al., 2001). Those proposals 
did not show much improvement over MFCC, hence 
we restrict our study to MFCC and their dynamic 
counter parts, for system simplicity and ease of 
comparison with other works. In our recognition 
system, we used 12 and 36 MFCC (12MFCC+ 
12∆MFCC and 12∆∆MFCC). 
 There were some concerns about the recorded 
files in the dataset. For example, (i) the dataset was 
recorded through a microphone and using a kind of 
switch (or mouse click) which induced bursts or 
spikes in all the wave files. We removed all these 
spikes from our selected files. (ii) The recorded speech 
amount was not of the same length for all the speakers, 
as some speakers spoke for a long time compared to 
others, a ratio of 1-5 was sometimes observed. 
However, we did not time normalize the speech 
durations across the speakers. (iii) Some speakers had 
many ‘euh’ at each answer, making a non spontaneous 
manner of talking. We left it as is, to make our data as 
realistic as possible. (iv) There was too much silence at 
the beginning and at the end of the files, in the whole 
dataset. Silence represented a ratio of approximately 1/3 
from the full dataset. We removed this silence from the 
selected sentences using loudness and zero-crossing 
criteria. (v) Some speakers were not well understood as 
others, due perhaps to the distance from the 
microphone.  
 The obtained wave files were segmented into 
frames of 20 ms, with an overlap of 10 ms; Each frame 
is then converted to a set of MFCCs. 
 
HMM models: Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) 
(Rabiner, 1989) are a well known and widely used 
statistical method for characterizing the spectral 
features of speech frames. The assumption underlying 
HMM is that the speech signal can be well 
characterized as a parametric random process and the 
parameters of the stochastic process can be predicted in 
a precise, well-defined manner, for example, by a 
mixture of Gaussians.  
 For speaker recognition, each speaker is modeled 
by an HMM of a fixed number of states, to which are 
associated a mixture of Gaussians representing the 
space of observations (segments of voice) of each 
speaker. 
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 In (Matsui and Furui 1992) , the authors concluded 
that “with continuous HMM’s, the speaker 
identification rates are strongly correlated with the total 
number of mixtures, irrespective of the number of 
states”. A recent study (Deshpande and Hoalmbe, 2008) 
concluded that “the speaker identification rates using a 
Continuous Density HMM (CDHMM) are strongly 
correlated with the number of mixtures per state and the 
amount of data used for training”.  
 In this study, we used an HMM model per speaker 
and varied the number of states per model from 1-4, 
with different number of mixtures per state (# 
mixtures: 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 24), for the two subsets 
with different amounts of speech and different number 
of speakers. 
 
Training and testing: 
First subset: This subset consists of the first 20 
speakers in the database (ID 001-020). The subset 
consists of 10 males and 10 females. For each speaker, 
we selected the first twenty sentences. We divided the 
wave files into two parts, 2/3 for training and 1/3 for 
testing (average of 32 and 16 sec respectively). We 
used 12 MFCC and varied the number of states from 1-
3 and the number of mixtures per state from 1-24. 
 
Second subset: This subset consists of 60 speakers, 30 
males and 30 females. Each speaker had 20 sentences. 
The selected sentences were the longest wave files 
existing in the directory of each speaker respectively. 
The first 14 largest sentences were used for training and 
the remaining 6 were used for testing. No initial 
analysis had been done on the quality of the speakers, 
in order to select the best candidates, since this 
selection will result in an unrealistic situation in speaker 
recognition. In real situations, impostors might be 
anyone,  sometimes even from the registered set of users. 
 
Table 1: Subset of 60 speakers (30 males and 30 females) and their 

corresponding speech durations (Dur.) in seconds 
Males    Females 
------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- 
ID Dur. ID Dur. ID Dur. ID Dur. 
003 137 033 103 001 240 029 244 
005 99 035 271 002 182 030 346 
007 171 038 150 004 92 034 105 
013 113 039 139 006 120 036 269 
014 73 040 144 008 50 037 100 
015 101 041 146 009 98 210 104 
016 105 042 231 010 79 211 76 
017 118 043 83 011 114 216 127 
018 396 044 123 012 127 219 78 
020 180 200 220 019 124 220 59 
021 320 201 73 023 121 222 106 
022 170 202 61 024 134 227 123 
027 178 203 197 025 301 231 96 
031 236 204 54 026 184 232 295 
032 261 205 66 028 123 238 91 

The list of speakers and their corresponding total 
speech durations in seconds is presented in Table 1, 
where the ID numbers represent the speaker as 
mentioned in the dataset document. 

 
RESULTS 

 
 The initial idea, of incrementing the number of 
states against the variation of the number of mixtures, is 
to apply the investigation of (Deshpande and Hoalmbe, 
2008) to the Arabic speaker recognition. The authors 
mentioned that the best result of speaker identification 
was obtained with a 2 states single mixture HMM. 
Our results for the first dataset shows that for a low 
number of states, we got higher recognition rates, as 
shown in Fig. 1, which agrees in general with 
(Deshpande and Hoalmbe, 2008).  
 From Fig. 1, we can notice that increasing the 
number of mixtures increases the recognition rate. We 
also can notice that the one state model has the best 
result, except at the case of one Gaussian per state. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Recognition rate for 20 speakers (12 MFCCs), 

against HMM states’ increment 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Recognition rate for 60 speakers (12 MFCCs), 

against HMM states’ increment 
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Fig. 3: Recognition     rate   for   60   male   speakers 

(36 MFCCs), against HMM states’ increment 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: Recognition rate for 30 male speakers (12 

MFCCs), against HMM states’ increment 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Recognition rate for 30 male speakers (36 

MFCCs), against HMM states’ increment 
 
 Figure 2 and 3 present the results for the 60 
speakers of the second subset, using 12-36 MFCC 
respectively. Figure 4 and 5 give the result for males of 
the same subset using also 12-36 MFCCs respectively, 
while Fig. 6 and 7 give the result for the females of the 
same subset using 12-36 MFCCs respectively. 

 
 
Fig. 6: Recognition rate for 30 female speakers (12 

MFCCs), against HMM states’ increment 
 

 
 
Fig. 7: Recognition rate for 30 female speakers (36 

MFCCs), against HMM states’ increment 
 
 For the second subset, our results do not agree with 
(Deshpande and Hoalmbe, 2008) conclusion because 
the recognition rate was higher when we increased the 
number of states, but they agree with the conclusion of 
(Matsui and Furui, 1992) where it is clear that the 
recognition rate depended mainly on the number of 
mixtures. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
 We can observe, from the Fig. 1-7, that increasing 
the number of mixtures increased the recognition rate 
noticeably at the cases of low number of mixtures (1, 2, 
4 and 8). For the case of 12 mixtures and more, the 
number of mixtures did not have any noticeable 
difference on the results, nor did the number of states. 
By ”noticeable”, we mean a variation more than 3%. 
We also can remark that males had better results than 
the females, for almost all the variations in the number 
of states as well as the number of mixtures. Including 
the ∆MFCC and ∆∆MFCC, had no noticeable effect, on 
the overall recognition rates. 
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 In Matsui and Furui (1992) concluded that the 
speaker identification rates are strongly correlated with 
the total number of mixtures, irrespective of the number 
of states. Our results lead to the same conclusion, when 
varying the number of mixtures from 1-12. From 12 
mixtures and up it seems that neither the number of 
mixtures nor the number of states have any noticeable 
effect. These conclusions are not the same as 
(Deshpande and Hoalmbe, 2008) conclusion.  
 There was no noticeable difference in changing the 
number of mixtures between the result of the 60 
speakers and the males or females subsets, the trend is 
gender independent. Similar conclusion can be reached 
for effect of changing the number of states. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 We developed an HMM/GMM based system for 
Arabic speaker recognition; we used two subsets, one 
with 20 speakers and the other with 60 speakers, from 
the Babylon dataset. We investigated the effect of 
varying the number of states and number of mixtures 
per state of the HMM model. Our results have shown 
that, for the larger dataset, there is a strong correlation 
between the recognition performance and the number of 
mixtures per state, which favors the findings of (Matsui 
and Furui, 1992).  
  For the small dataset, increasing the number of 
states did not affect the recognition rates as increasing 
the number of mixtures per state. Moreover low number 
of state has better results than high number of states. 
We also found that the recognition rate for male 
speakers is a bit higher than for the female speakers. 
 For the larger dataset the number of states has 
small effect at low number of Gaussians and almost has 
no effect at high number of Gaussians. 
  We are currently working on modeling the whole 
dataset and investigating the effect of the number of 
states and the number of mixtures per state as well as 
the type of HMM used. 
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